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Contributing factors to listener effort for Cantonese dysarthric speech 
Wong Choi Yan Christy 
Abstract 
The primary aim of this study was to determine the contributing factors to listener 
judgement of ‘effort’ in listening to Cantonese speakers with dysarthria. Thirty-three 
Cantonese speakers with dysarthria associated with various etiologies, aged 14 to 78 
years, participated in this study. Twenty speech and hearing sciences students served 
as listeners. Listening tasks included orthographic transcription, rating of listener 
effort using a visual analogue scale, and selection of contributing factors to the 
judgement of listener effort. A list of 18 perceptual features covering segmental and 
supra-segmental dimensions was developed for this study. A multiple regression 
analysis suggested that the segmental features were the primary predictor of both 
rating of listener effort and speech intelligibility. However, the relationship between 
listener effort and intelligibility was found not to be totally direct. These findings may 
contribute to a better understanding of the concept ‘listener effort’ for dysarthric 
speakers.  
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Contributing factors to listener effort for Cantonese dysarthric speech 
     Dysarthria, a group of motor speech disorders resulting from damage to the 
central or peripheral nervous system, leads to slowness, weakness, and reduced 
coordination of speech musculature (Duffy, 1995). The poorly controlled and 
coordinated respiration, phonation, articulation, resonance, and prosody functions 
manifest in disrupted segmental and supra-segmental aspects of dysarthric speech.  
     Speech intelligibility has been defined as the understandability of an acoustic 
signal (De Bodt, Hernandez-Diaz Huici, & Van De Heyning, 2002). Use of speech 
intelligibility as a measurement of overall communicative functioning and outcome 
evaluation of dysarthric speakers has been well-documented (e.g. De Bodt, 
Hernandez-Diaz Huici, & Van De Heyning, 2002; Hustad, Beukelman, & Yorkston, 
1998; Tikofsky & Tikofsky, 1964; Yorkston & Beukelman, 1980). Other measures, 
such as acceptability have also been employed as ‘global measures’ of dysarthric 
speech (Dagenais, Gracia, & Watts, 1998). 
     As proposed by Dagenais, Gracia, and Watts (1998), the segmental and 
supra-segmental impairments of dysarthric speakers imposed noticeable effort for 
listeners as they attempted to comprehend a speaker’s message. However, previous 
studies on listener effort for dysarthric speech have been limited. The present study 
aimed to investigate ratings of listener effort for Cantonese dysarthric speakers, which 
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would broaden the ‘global measures’ for description and evaluation for this 
population.  
     Listener effort is defined by the investigator as the mental energy needed to 
comprehend a spoken message. Clark and Robin (1995), in a study investigating the 
relationship between task complexity and sense of effort of brain-damaged individual, 
stated that individual perception of effort depended on the amount of processing 
resources. As task complexity increased, more processing resources were required, 
and greater effort was experienced. If this assumption is applied to perceptual tasks 
for dysarthric speech, perception of listener effort will increase as the listeners have to 
expend particular care to comprehend a spoken message. 
Carmichael and Green (2004) employed the term “decoding effort” as a 
measure of the “individual’s speaking style variance from the large-group statistical 
norm” (p.485). “Decoding effort” measures the discrepancy between the listener’s 
expectation for an ideal utterance and the actual production of the speaker. This 
implies that listeners have some requirements for a spoken message to be judged as an 
ideal utterance, which requires minimal listener effort. The requirement constituting 
an ideal utterance can vary for each listener. The greater the discrepancy between the 
listener’s expectation for an ideal utterance and the actual speech production, 
presumably the greater the “decoding effort” is required.  
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Whether listeners’ judgments of effort are influenced more by the segmental 
information or supra-segmental information of the speech signal is not known. 
According to Carmicheal and Green (2004), even when the segmental information 
was successfully transferred, some speaking styles might pose greater effort than 
others for listeners. This implies that listeners judge the ease of perceiving the signal 
not only by the segmental information, but also other characteristics that constitute to 
the concept of “an ideal utterance”. This view was supported by Dagenais, Watts, 
Turnage and Kennedy (1999), who stated that disrupted voice quality and impaired 
supra-segmental control would have a negative influence on the overall speech 
adequacy of a speaker, even though the spoken message was understood. In a study by 
Whitehill, Ciocca, and Yiu (2004), several supra-segmental measures were found to 
have strong negative correlation with intelligibility, which could lead to increased 
listener effort as well as a reduction in overall intelligibility. The relative contribution 
of segmental and supra-segmental features to the judgement of listener effort warrants 
further investigation. 
Achieving communication competency is considered the ultimate goal of the 
management of motor speech disorders (Duffy, 1995). Management planning for 
dysarthria aims to maximize the speaker’s effectiveness, efficiency, and naturalness in 
communication (Yorkston, Beukelman, & Bell, 1988). It is imperative to determine 
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the characteristics of dysarthric speech that are most disconcerting to listeners, which 
contribute to a better understanding of the concept of listener effort. Understanding 
the contributing factors that are prone to increase listener’s effort is essential to the 
outcome and decision making in clinical intervention for dysarthria, particularly when 
communication competency is concerned.  
A number of researchers have investigated the relationship between speech 
intelligibility and acceptability. Strong positive correlations have been found between 
the two measures (e.g. Whitehill, Ciocca, & Yiu, 2004; Dagenais, Watts, Turnage & 
Kennedy, 1999; Lo & Whitehill, 2000). However, the relationship between speech 
intelligibility and listener effort has not been investigated. Acceptability and listener 
effort presumably can be differentiated in terms of the underlying principles and 
judgement procedures. Acceptability concerns the overall presentation and speaking 
skill of the speaker, which does not necessarily consider the success of information 
transfer. In contrast, listener effort takes into account the overall communicative 
success as well as listeners’ perception of the effort required to understand the spoken 
message. In previous studies on acceptability, listeners were required to rate the 
speech samples in a separate task (e.g Whitehill, Ciocca, & Yiu, 2004) or prior to an 
orthographic transcription task (e.g. Dagenais et al, 1999; Lo & Whitehill, 2000). The 
listeners were not required to process the content of the speech samples to rate 
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acceptability. In the present study, rating of listener effort was preceded by an 
orthographic transcription task. The listeners were required to comprehend the spoken 
message before making a judgement of listener effort.  
Although it is hypothesized that listeners require less effort in perceiving speech 
with high intelligibility, it is possible to have a circumstance where listener effort is 
increased because of severely disordered supra-segmental features. In a study about 
speech intelligibility and acceptability, Dagenais et al (1999) found that certain 
supra-segmental features would decrease speech acceptability even when segmental 
information was effectively transferred. This suggests that intelligibility and 
acceptability may not coincide completely. Whether similar relationship will be found 
between listener effort rating and intelligibility is not known. Therefore, the present 
study would explore the relationship between listener effort and intelligibility. 
Possible explanations leading to increased listener effort in speech with minimally 
impaired intelligibility would be discussed.  
In summary, the primary purpose of this study was to determine the perceptual 
dimensions that contribute to the judgment of listener effort for Cantonese dysarthric 
speech. Perceptual dimensions on both segmental and supra-segmental aspects were 
selected for investigation in an attempt to provide insight into their relative 
contribution on overall listener effort rating. A second purpose was to investigate the 
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relationship between listener effort and speech intelligibility.  
Method 
Participants 
The subject group consisted of 33 dysarthric speakers (24 males and nine 
females), age ranged from 14 to 78 years (mean 60 years). All of them were 
participants in a previous project investigating perceptual and acoustic predicators of 
intelligibility and acceptability (Whitehill, Ciocca, & Yiu, 2004). These dysarthric 
speakers had various etiologies including Parkinson disease (n = 13), cardiovascular 
accident (n = 10), cerebral palsy (n = 7), and other (n = 4). The subjects passed 
screening tests for hearing and language, and had normal oral-peripheral structures.  
Twenty naive listeners (19 females and one male) were recruited from 
second-year undergraduates in the Division of Speech and Hearing Sciences, 
University of Hong Kong. All listeners were native Cantonese-speaker and had 
normal hearing. The listeners had no prior experience interacting with dysarthric 
speakers.  
Speech Samples  
The group of speakers read aloud 22 sentences, from five to 15 syllables in 
length, selected randomly from the Cantonese Sentence Intelligibility Test (Lo & 
Whitehill, 2000). This speech data had been previously collected (Whitehill, Ciocca, 
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& Yiu, 2004). From this pool of speech samples, three sentences, ranging from nine to 
11 syllables, were selected for each speaker. Recording was conducted using a digital 
audio tape (DAT) recorder (Sony TCD DA-30 MK II) and a low-noise unidirectional 
microphone (Bruel & Kjaer type 4003) at a microphone-to-mouth distance of 10-cm. 
The speech data was stored in individual files on an Apple Power Macintosh computer. 
Speech samples were digitized at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and were edited using a 
sound editing program. Then the speech data was stored in compact disc for 
presentation in the listening task. Four randomly selected speakers were repeated for 
all listeners for intra-listener reliability measurement. The order of presentation of the 
sample from the 33 speakers was randomized using a HyperCard program. Ten 
randomized orders of presentation were saved on ten compact discs for presentation; 
each order was prepared for two listeners.  
Perceptual Features Generation 
      Since the present study aimed to investigate which factors contribute to the 
judgement of effort required to understand dysarthric speech, a list of perceptual 
features was required for the naive listeners to use in the listening task. An 
open-ended task was not used because the difficulty in interpreting a wide variety of 
responses (Southwood, 1990). For the perceptual features, it was not considered 
appropriate to adopt these directly from commonly used perceptual measures of 
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dysarthria, such as the classic Mayo Clinic Study (Darley, Aronson, & Brown, 1975). 
Certain speech dimensions used in that evaluation were considered not applicable to 
Cantonese, such as dimensions involving stress. Furthermore, among the 38 speech 
dimensions in the Mayo Clinic Study, some dimensions may not address specifically 
the speech characteristics of the dysarthric speakers participating in the present study. 
Therefore the naive listeners were constrained to a list of perceptual features, which 
was particularly developed for this study. 
A list of perceptual features to be used for the naive listeners in the listening 
task was developed by five “expert listeners” from the Division of Speech and 
Hearing Sciences, University of Hong Kong. All ‘expert listeners’ were either 
academic researchers or Ph.D. students specializing in motor speech disorders. The 
expert listeners were familiar with the various dimensions used in describing speech 
characteristics of dysarthria.   
The listening task was conducted individually and the expert listeners were 
asked to listen to the speech samples of each speaker once. After hearing the three 
sentences produced by a speaker, the expert listeners were asked to write down three 
to six perceptual features, that best described the speech characteristics of the speaker. 
They were encouraged to include both segmental and supra-segmental aspects, as 
appropriate (see Appendix A for written instruction).  
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In analyzing the perceptual features generated by the five expert listeners, items 
that appeared to represent similar meanings were combined. The perceptual features 
most frequently generated across the group of expert listeners, were included in the 
perceptual features list. A list comprising 18 perceptual features was hence developed, 
covering seven categories: articulation, pitch, loudness, voice quality, respiration, 
nasality, and prosody (see Appendix B). The list of perceptual features was included 
on the recording sheet for the naive listeners to use in the listening task. Definitions of 
these perceptual features, mainly adopted from the Mayo Clinic Study of dysarthric 
speech (Darley, Aronson & Brown, 1975), were also provided in the listening task for 
reference. These perceptual features presumably covered all the speech characteristics 
of the group of speakers who participated in this study. However, the naive listeners 
were allowed to include dimensions other than those on the list. 
Listening Procedures 
All naive listeners were required to attend a one-hour training session before the 
listening task. The training session introduced description of the perceptual features 
and explained the task procedures and scaling measure used (visual analogue scale). 
All twenty listeners completed the listening task individually, which took about 
1.5 hours. The listening task was conducted in a quiet room. Speech samples were 
presented to the listeners using a laptop computer installed with Window XP 
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connected to headphones (AKG K141). Each listener heard the three sentences from 
each of the 33 speakers.  
Prior to the actual listening task, the listeners heard a trial of three sentences 
each from three speakers who were not included in the listening task itself. During 
this trial period, the listeners were allowed to ask questions.  
The listening task consisted of three parts: (a) orthographic transcription, (b) 
rating of listener effort, and (c) selection of contributing perceptual features to listener 
effort (see Appendix C for written instruction).  
Sentence intelligibility was collected by asking the listeners to orthographically 
transcribe the three sentences of each speaker. The procedures were based on the 
Assessment of Intelligibility of Dysarthric Speech (A.I.D.S.) (Yorkston & Beukelman, 
1984). The listeners were permitted to listen to each sentence two times at most before 
transcription. The listeners were encouraged to guess at words which were not 
completely understood. A sentence intelligibility score was calculated by dividing the 
number of correctly transcribed words by the total number of words (Yorkston & 
Beukelman, 1984).  
After transcribing the three sentences, the listeners were asked to indicate the 
effort needed to understand the speaker, using a visual analogue scale (VA scale). The 
VA scale was a 10-cm long horizontal undifferentiated line representing an increase of 
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listener effort from the left side towards the right side of the scale. The ends were 
anchored with descriptors with the left side indicating “no effort required” and the 
right end indicating “maximum effort required”. The listeners were instructed to 
indicate their rating of effort by putting a cross on the line. The listeners were 
encouraged to use the entire length of line.  
Based on the rating of listener effort, the listeners were asked to indicate the 
most dominant dimensions contributing to their judgement, using the list generated by 
the group of “expert listeners”. The listeners were encouraged to select about three 
perceptual features from the list for which their judgement was based on. The listeners 
were also permitted to indicate other dimensions, which were not listed. The listeners 
were reminded the selection should indicate features which contributed to their 
judgement of effort, not merely a description of the speech characteristics of the 
speaker.  
Results 
Reliability 
Intra-listener reliability for sentence intelligibility was determined by having the 
listeners re-transcribe responses to a total of 12 sentences from four randomly selected 
speakers. The average Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient was 0.67. 
Intra-listener agreement for listener effort rating was obtained from the same four 
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randomly selected speakers. The difference between the first and second ratings for 
the 20 listeners across the four speakers was averaged to calculate the mean difference 
of 1.78, indicating satisfactory intra-listener agreement for listener effort.  
Inter-listener reliability for sentence intelligibility and listener effort rating were 
computed as Spearman’s rank order correlation between pairs of listeners when they 
listened to identical speech samples. These speech samples, which were randomly 
selected, were 12% of all stimuli. The average Spearman’s rank order correlation 
coefficients for intelligibility and listener effort rating were 0.76 and 0.67 respectively, 
reflecting satisfactory inter-listener reliability for intelligibility.  
Intelligibility  
Intelligibility scores were calculated as a percentage of correctly transcribed 
words (out of 30) by the 20 listeners for each speaker. Speech intelligibility scores for 
each speaker were computed using the mean intelligibility scores from the 20 listeners. 
The intelligibility scores across the 33 dysarthric speakers ranged from 22.33% to 
99.67%. Eighteen speakers received intelligibility scores of 90% or above. The 
overall mean intelligibility score for this group of speakers was 80.42%, with a 
standard deviation of 0.23.   
Listener Effort 
The listeners indicated the effort required to understand each of the 33 speakers 
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using a visual analogue (VA) rating scale, which was 10-cm in length, as previously 
described. Listener effort was measured as the distance of the cross, which was 
marked by the listeners, measured from the left end of the VA scale.  
Rating of listener effort was computed as the mean effort rating by the 20 
listeners for each of the speakers. Ratings of listener effort for the 33 dysarthric 
speakers ranged from 0.56 to 9.44. The overall mean rating of listener effort across 
the 33 speakers was 4.54, with a standard deviation of 2.77. It should be noted that 13 
of the 33 speakers received mean listener effort ratings of 3.00 or below, representing 
minimum effort required.  
Correlation between Listener Effort and Sentence Intelligibility 
One purpose of the present study was to investigate the relationship between 
speech intelligibility and listener effort. Correlation between listener effort and 
sentence intelligibility was calculated using Spearman’s rank order correlation, 
because assumptions of normal distribution and homogeneity of variance were 
violated. A strong significant negative correlation was found between listener effort 
and sentence intelligibility (R = -0.95, p < 0.00001). The results for several individual 
speakers would be discussed in a later section.  
Contributing factors to Listener Effort   
The naive listeners were instructed to select perceptual features that were 
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contributing to their ratings of listener effort. The responses from the 20 listeners were 
tallied for each speaker.  
Difference in selection of perceptual features was compared by three speakers 
groups, based on the effort ratings: minimum (effort required 0 – 3.00, n = 13), 
moderate (effort required 3.01 – 7.00, n = 11), and maximum (effort required 7.01 – 
10.00, n = 9). As can be seen in Table 1, the following three perceptual features were 
most frequently selected across all three groups of speakers: articulation errors, 
slurred speech, and inappropriate pauses, though the rankings were different. 
Perceptual features of voice quality (strained-strangled voice and breathy voice) were 
more frequently selected as the rating of efforts increased. Most frequent perceptual 
features selected by the listeners fell into the following categories: voice quality, 
articulatory characteristic, and prosodic characteristics.  
Summarizing Table 1, six most common perceptual dimensions were identified. 
These commonly selected dimensions included segmental features: articulation errors, 
slurred speech; and supra-segmental features: inappropriate pauses, inappropriate rate, 
impaired voice quality, and reduced number of syllables per breath. Various 
descriptors of voice quality were collapsed into impaired voice quality.  
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Table 1. The five most frequent perceptual features and the frequency of occurrence (f) 
compared by three speakers groups of effort ratings.  
Minimal effort required Moderate effort required Maximum effort required 
Perceptual features f Perceptual features  f Perceptual features f 
Inappropriate pauses 91 Slurred speech 111 Slurred speech  105 
Articulation errors 67 Articulation errors 96 Articulation errors 101 
Slurred speech 50 Breathy voice 57 Strained-strangled 64 
Fast rate 41 Inappropriate pauses 40 Inappropriate pauses 51 
Harsh voice 29 Fast rate 39 RSPB^ 39 
^RSPB = Reduced number of syllables per breath 
 
     Spearman’s rank order correlations were calculated between each of the six 
perceptual features and rating of listener effort, as well as between the six perceptual 
features and intelligibility. The results are shown in Table 2. The following perceptual 
features had the strongest correlation with rating of listener effort rating: slurred 
speech (R = 0.71, p < 0.0001), impaired voice quality (R = 0.61, p < 0.001), and 
articulation errors (R = 0.52, p < 0.01). It is interesting to note that the same three 
perceptual dimensions also had strongest correlations with intelligibility.  
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Table 2.Spearman’s rank order correlations between listener effort, intelligibility 
score, and the six most commonly selected perceptual dimensions. 
Perceptual features Listener Effort Intelligibility  
Articulation errors 0.52** -0.46** 
Slurred speech 0.71** - 0.75** 
Inappropriate speech rate -0.10 0.09 
Inappropriate pauses -0.09 0.22 
Impaired voice quality 0.61** -0.62** 
Reduced number of syllable per breath 0.45** -0.39* 
Note. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01   
     
Multiple regression analysis was conducted to determine which features best 
predicted rating of listener effort and speech intelligibility for the 33 dysarthric 
speakers. Three perceptual features were selected to be entered into a stepwise 
multiple regression analysis. The three perceptual features were found to have 
strongest correlation with listener effort ratings and sentence intelligibility: 
articulation errors, slurred speech, and impaired voice quality.  
The result revealed that rating of listener effort could be predicted with 84% 
accuracy by the three perceptual features entered for analysis (Multiple R = 0.92, R2 = 
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0.84, adjusted R2 = 0.83, F = 51.70, df = 3, 29, p < 0.0001). The three perceptual 
features made a statistically significant contribution to the variance. Among the three 
perceptual features, slurred speech alone accounted for 49% of the total variance of 
listener effort rating. Impaired voice quality, made an additional 16% contribution to 
the variance of listener effort rating, with R2 increased from 0.49 to 0.65 when 
impaired voice quality was added.  
     Intelligibility could be predicted with 71% accuracy by the three perceptual 
features (Multiple R = 0.84, R2 = 0.71, adjusted R2 = 0.67, F = 23.13, df = 3, 29,     
p < 0.0001). Slurred speech alone accounted for 45% (R2 = 0.45) of the total variance 
in intelligibility score. The addition of articulation errors accounted to 10% more of 
the variance in intelligibility score (R2 changed from 45% to 57% when the feature 
articulation errors was added.     
Due to the small number of listener participating in the present study, the results 
of the multiple regression analysis should be interpreted with caution.      
Qualitative analysis 
Although a significant negative correlation was found between listener effort 
and intelligibility, there were several speakers (see S1, S6, and S11 in Figure 1) who 
were highly intelligible (87% - 95%) but received moderate listening effort ratings 
(5.00 or above). Further investigation of these speakers may illustrate the possible 
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differences between intelligibility and listener effort.  
Examination of the most dominant contributing factors to listener judgement of 
effort revealed interesting patterns for these three speakers (see Table 3). Segmental 
features of articulation errors and slurred speech were shown to be consistently 
selected as imposing negative impact on the overall speech adequacy of these 
speakers, resulted in an increase in effort rating.  
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Figure 1. Scatterplot showing relationship of listener effort and intelligibility, with 
each point labeled.  
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Table 3. Mean and standard deviations of intelligibility and listener effort of speakers 
with intelligibility score above 85%, with the most frequent features for effort rating.  
Speaker Intelligibility (%) Effort Three most frequent selected perceptual features 
S1 91.17 (0.06) 5.27 (2.50) Articulation errors/ Slurred speech/ Strained-strangled 
S3 99.33 (0.01) 1.01 (1.70) Articulation errors/ Pauses^/ Slow rate 
S6 87.67 (0.11) 5.49 (2.88) Breathy voice/ RSPB^/ Slurred speech  
S7 99.67 (0.01) 1.07 (1.39) Pauses^/ Slow rate/ Artic errors  
S8 97.83 (0.04) 2.22 (2.08) Slurred speech/ Fast rate/ Harsh voice  
S9 99.50 (0.01) 0.62 (1.11) Harsh voice/ Articulation errors/ Monopitch 
S11 93.67 (0.06) 4.99 (2.60) Slurred speech/ Pauses^/ Articulation errors 
S13 99.33 (0.01) 0.56 (1.25) Pauses^/ Breathy voice/ Monopitch  
S14 98.33 (0.03) 2.59 (2.46) Pauses^/ Articulation errors/ Fast rate  
S15 93.00 (0.06) 3.01 (2.47) Fast rate/ Slurred speech/ Articulation errors  
S16 98.67 (0.03) 2.45 (2.12) Fast rate/ Pauses^/ Articulation errors  
S17 93.67 (0.06) 2.29 (2.11) Harsh voice/ Slurred speech/ Pauses^  
S18 97.67 (0.05) 3.01 (2.39) Articulation errors/ Monopitch/ Scanning speech 
S20 87.17 (0.06) 2.52 (3.71) Slurred speech/ Harsh voice/ Fast rate  
S21 97.17 (0.03) 2.00 (2.49) Articulation errors/ Slurred speech/ Fast rate 
S22 90.00 (0.11) 3.40 (2.69) Harsh voice/ Slow rate/ Vocal fry 
S28 99.17 (0.02) 1.05 (1.37) Tremor/ Pauses^/ Articulation errors 
S29 97.83 (0.03) 2.88 (2.53) Pauses^/ Monopitch/ Slow rate  
S30 97.33 (0.04) 2.52 (2.33) Slurred speech/ Breathy voice/ Reduced loudness 
S31 98.17 (0.03) 2.19 (2.32) Slow rate/ Pauses^/ Scanning speech  
^ Pauses = Inappropriate pauses 
^ RSPB = Reduced number of syllables per breath 
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Discussion 
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate which factors contribute to 
judgments of listener effort for Cantonese dysarthric speech. A list of perceptual 
features, consisting of 18 dimensions in the areas of pitch, prosody, loudness, voice 
quality, articulation, nasality, and respiration, were developed for this study. Multiple 
regression analysis was conducted to determine how well perceptual features could 
predict listener effort. The study also aimed to determine the relationship between 
rating of listener effort and speech intelligibility.  
     Examination of perceptual features that contributed to judgement of listener 
effort revealed that three main areas of dimensions were frequently selected. The three 
areas were articulatory characteristics (e.g. articulation errors and slurred speech), 
prosody characteristics (e.g. inappropriate pauses and speech rate), and voice quality 
(e.g. strained-strangled voice and breathy voice). These three categories of perceptual 
features were consistently found across all speakers from requiring minimum to 
maximum listener effort. As suggested by Southwood (1990), listeners tended to 
attend to the dimensions that had the greatest influence on the perceptual outcome of 
the spoken message. Among other perceptual dimensions, articulatory characteristics, 
prosody characteristics, and voice quality could be considered more importantly 
contributed to the judgement of listener effort.  
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     A moderate to strong correlation was found between listener effort and 
articulation errors (Spearman’s R = 0.51) and between listener effort and slurred 
speech (Spearman’s R = 0.75). This finding was not surprising, because articulation 
errors and slurred speech were closely related to information transfer. When listeners 
attempted to comprehend a spoken message, factors that related to decrease speech 
intelligibility would impose additional demand on the listeners, which led to increased 
listener effort (Southwood, 1990). As the listeners were required to process the 
content of the speech samples prior to rating of listener effort, the segmental features 
were likely to be selected more frequently.  
     It was interesting to note that perceptual features comprising the category of 
voice quality (e.g. strained-strangled voice, breathy voice, and harsh voice) were the 
five most frequently selected factors that contributed to effort ratings. Moderate 
strong correlation was found between listener effort and impaired voice quality 
(Spearman’s R = 0.61) and between intelligibility and impaired voice quality 
(Spearman’s R = -0.62). The result indicated that disruption of the voice quality 
contributed to reduced intelligibility and an increased listener effort to comprehend 
the spoken message.  
Result of stepwise multiple regression analysis showed that the three perceptual 
features (articulation errors, slurred speech, and impaired voice quality) were 
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important to predict listener effort rating. As expected, segmental features related to 
information transfer showed strong predicting power to rating of listener effort. It 
should be noted that supra-segmental features, impaired voice quality, has a 
significant degree of predictability on rating of listener effort. Segmental features 
were the primary predictor of rating of listener effort, The result further support the 
notion that articulatory adequacy, was not sufficient to indicate an overall speech 
adequacy (Yorkston, Beukelman, and Traynor, 1988).  
Descriptive statistics revealed that the group of dysarthric speakers participated 
in this study covered a wide ranged of severity, with intelligibility score ranged from 
22.33% to 99.67%. However, the overall mean intelligibility scores suggested that this 
group of dysarthric speakers were moderately to highly intelligible. The overall mean 
listener effort rating for the 33 speakers, determined by a visual analogue rating scale, 
was 4.54. This represented that moderate effort was required to comprehend these 
speakers.  
As expected, there was a strong correlation between sentence intelligibility 
scores and rating of listener effort (R = -0.95, p < 0.00001). Deteriorated intelligibility 
was found to associate with increased in listener effort rating. This strong correlation 
could indicate that these two measures were measuring closely related aspects of 
speech. On the other hand, this high correlation may suggest a third variable factor, 
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related to the overall severity of this group of speakers (Weismer, Jeng, Laures, Kent, 
& Kent, 2001). As both listener effort and intelligibility are correlated with severity, 
than two measures will show a high correlation.  
Interesting individual cases were found among the 33 speakers. There were 
three speakers had high intelligibility scores (87% - 94%), however, were rated as 
requiring moderately high effort to comprehend (4.99 - 5.50). Although these speakers 
were less impaired in terms of intelligibility of speech as revealed in the high 
intelligibility scores, segmental features were consistently selected for these three 
speakers. When comparing with other speakers of high sentence intelligibility (85% - 
100%), these three speakers were found to have more disrupted supra-segmental 
features. Impaired voice quality (e.g. strained-strangled voice and breathy voice), in 
particular was found most frequent in speakers requiring maximum listener effort. As 
proposed by Dagenais, Garcia, & Watts (1998), reduced coordination of speech 
musculature resulted in both segmental and supra-segmental problems that expend the 
listener effort in an attempt to comprehend the message.  
In summary, the present study provided insight to the relative contribution of 
various perceptual dimensions on judgement of listener effort for Cantonese 
dysarthric speech. Result revealed that perceptual features related to articulatory 
characteristics, prosodic characteristics, and voice quality was frequently selected as 
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the basis for listener effort ratings. Perceptual features related to segmental 
information transfer were found to be the strongest predictor of judgement of listener 
effort. Among several supra-segmental features investigated, impaired voice quality 
was found to closely relate to a increase in listener effort. Result of multiple 
regression indicated that impaired voice quality significantly contributed to the 
judgement of listener effort.   
Clinical implication 
     Understanding the perceptual dimensions underpinning effort rating suggests 
the basis of listeners’ judgement. The results of the present study provided directions 
for the intervention planning for speakers with dysarthria.  
     Perceptual features comprising the categories of articulatory characteristics, 
prosodic characteristics, and voice quality were frequently selected as the contributing 
factors to judgement of listener effort. Result of multiple regression analysis revealed 
that articulation errors, slurred speech, and impaired voice quality had strong 
predicating power to listener effort. It is hypothesized that improvement in these 
variables will result in increased ease to perceive the spoken message, which believe 
will enhance the communication competency of the dysarthric speakers. As reduced 
listener effort was strongly correlated with intelligibility, eliminating negative 
characteristics on these three areas in intervention may lead to improvement in overall 
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speech intelligibility for dysarthric speakers.  
Limitations and further investigations 
Over 79% of speakers in this study had moderate to high sentence intelligibility 
scores (70% - 100%), so the result might only represent dysarthric speakers with 
minimally impaired speech intelligibility. It would be interesting to examine further 
the relative contribution of segmental and supra-segmental features to judgement of 
listener effort for dysarthric speakers with lower speech intelligibility. The result 
would appear necessary in order to decide clinical intervention for these individuals 
and to better understand how these individuals are able to reduce listener effort.  
The group of speakers participated in the study had various etiologies included 
Parkinson disease (n = 13), cardiovascular accident (n = 10), cerebral palsy (n = 7), 
and other (n = 4). Due to the small sample size within each etiological group, further 
analysis was not permitted. It will be interesting to investigate listener effort with 
particular group of speakers, such as Parkinson disease, and examine the contributing 
factors to judgement of listener effort with respect to the speech characteristics pertain 
to certain this population.  
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Appendix A 
Instruction to Expert Listeners 
The purpose of this research project is to investigate which factors contribute to 
judgement about the effort required to understand dysarthric speech. In order to study 
this, I first need to generate a list of perceptual features that describe the speech 
characteristics of a group of dysarthric speakers. The naive listeners will later choose 
from the items of this list.  
 
 For dysarthric speakers, disturbances in speech musculature lead to problems in 
respiration, phonation, resonance, articulation, and/or prosody. Disruption to these 
mechanisms may affect both segmental and supra-segmental aspects of speech. 
 
 In the classic Mayo Clinic Study of dysarthric speech, Darley, Aronson, and Brown 
(1975) developed a protocol for perceptual rating. It comprised thirty-eight speech 
and voice dimensions grouped under the categories of respiration, prosody, and 
articulation. You can use these dimensions in describing the speech characteristic of 
the dysarthric speakers. You are also free to use other dimensions or items. 
 
 In the following task, you are going to hear thirty-three Cantonese dysarthric 
speakers reading aloud sentences. Each speaker reads aloud three sentences, ranging 
from 9-11 syllables length. The set of three sentences will be played once. After 
hearing all three sentences, please write down the perceptual features that best 
describe the speech characteristics of each speaker. You can generate perceptual 
features on both segmental and supra-segmental aspects. You are welcome to generate 
as many perceptual features as you like; we are anticipating that you will generate 
about 3-6 features for each speaker. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Darley, F. L., Aronson, A. E., & Brown, J. R. (1975). Motor speech disorders. 
Philadelphia: Saunders. 
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Appendix B 
Perceptual Features List 
Articulation 
1. Slurred speech 
2. Articulation errors 
 
Loudness 
3. Reduced loudness 
 
Pitch 
4. Monopitch 
5. Inappropriate high pitch 
6. Inappropriate low pitch 
 
Prosody 
7. Slow rate 
8. Fast rate 
9. Inappropriate pause 
10. Scanning speech 
 
Resonance 
11. Hypernasal 
 
Respiration 
12. Reduced number of syllables per breath 
 
Voice quality 
13. Breathy voice 
14. Strained-stangled voice 
15. Harsh voice 
16. Vocal fry  
17. Vocal tremor 
18. Aphonia 
 
19. Other 
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Appendix B 
Instruction to Naive Listeners 
 The purpose of this research project is to investigate which factors contribute to the 
effort required to understand dysarthric speech. Listener effort is the mental energy 
needed to understand speech. 
 In the following tasks, you are going to hear forty Cantonese speakers with 
dysarthria reading aloud sentences. Each speaker reads aloud a set of three sentences, 
ranging from 9-11 syllables in length.  
For each set of sentences, you will perform the following tasks: 
Task 1: Orthographic transcription: 
Listen to each sentence, then orthographically transcribe the sentence. 
You may listen to each sentence a second time if necessary, but you are 
not allowed to hear any sentence more than two times. You are 
encouraged to guess at words which are not completely understood. 
Task 2: Judgement of listener effort: 
After hearing the set of three sentences from a speaker, please indicate 
the effort needed for you to understand the speaker by putting a cross 
(‘X’) on the line given.  
A cross towards the left side means minimum effort while a cross 
towards the right side means maximum effort was needed. You are 
encouraged to use the entire length.  
Task 3: Selection of perceptual features:  
With regard to the judgement of listener effort needed for the speaker, 
select the factors that you believe most contributed to your judgement. 
The list comprised seven categories of eighteen perceptual features, 
which should cover the most possible candidates. However, you may 
generate other perceptual features that are not included in the list. 
Please specify under the option of ‘Other’.  
We anticipate that you will select about 3 perceptual features that lead to 
your judgement of listener effort. However, you may select fewer or 
more items.  
 
The features selected should be those which you believe contributed to 
your judgement of listener effort; not merely descriptions of the speech 
characteristics of the speaker.  
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